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Glossary
Abbreviation

Term

EV

Electric vehicle

EN

Electric Nation

WPD

Western Power Distribution

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

EOI

Expression of Interest
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1 Introduction
This report details all communications and engagement update for the Electric Nation project
from November 2017 to January 2018. DriveElectric handles all customer facing activity for
the project. This includes: recruiting, qualifying, processing, and supporting the participants
once the charger has been installed.

2 Customer Engagement
2.1 Overview of Customer Engagement
During January 2018 DriveElectric reached the project target of recruiting 700 participants
to the Electric Nation Project. As of the 15th January 2018 the total number of installed
customer - 535, combined with the participants with active applications – 165, totalled 700
thus demonstrating the recruitment target has been reached (figure 1). However,
DriveElectric anticipate that the ‘in process’ figure will fluctuate in the coming weeks due to
the installers not approving an application or the participant withdrawing their application.
Approximately 20% of the ‘in process’ figure is expected to dropout therefore to counteract
this fluctuation DriveElectric has activated the reserve list which was set up in October 2017.
The reserve list allows customers to register their interest in the project by signing the
‘Expression of Interest’ (EOI) and returning this to the qualification team, then if a space
becomes available an application can be sent to boost the total number.

DriveElectric has received over 3000 enquires to the Electric Nation project. Out of all
enquires, 37% were unable to move forward to the next stage of the project due to extra
costs to the applicant (9%) or the applicant living outside of WPD distribution area (28%) thus being a project requirement that all applicants live within their distribution area. The
largest cause for applicants unable to progress to the following stage was due to
DriveElectric being unable to contact the applicant once they applied to the project; 31% of
applicants did not return DriveElectric’s phone calls, voicemails and emails requesting to
contact the qualification team to progress their application.
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2.2 Overview of Data Protection Strategy
A minor adjustment to the Data protection strategy is still in process. This relates to use of
geo data from vehicle telematics. DriveElectric will receive written permission from the
participant that Crowd Charge can use and store this data before any data is captured.
The initial analysis of the forthcoming GDPR regulation will not affect operations as all the
customers will already be in process by the time these come into force. This is to be subject
of discussion with EA technology in the 2 weeks.

2.3 Qualification of customers
The qualification process has continuously developed throughout the EN projects’
recruitment phase. Amendments to the qualification process were made during November
2017 and January 2018 - the following changes have been made to the qualification process
from the October 2017 report:
-

Ownership of the charge point/communication kit: From November 2017
DriveElectric has informed all prospective participants during the qualification call
that the EN charger and communication kit that was due to be installed, subject to
the installers approval, was not their property until the project’s competition on the
31st December 2018. This qualification call amendment was made due to one
participant stating they wish to leave the project and keep the charger only a matter
of weeks after their installation date.

-

Reserve list activation: From the start of 2018 all prospective participants have been
informed on the qualification call that a reserve list is in use by DriveElectric. This
meaning that once they return their EOI document, which is required to move to the
survey stage, they will be placed on a reserve list so that if a space becomes available
a survey will be sent to them. All prospective participants are informed that a space
is not guaranteed until a home survey form has been sent to them via email.
Furthermore, they are informed if they do not return their application promptly their
application could be cancelled to allow a space for another prospective participant.
They are informed that they have a space on the project once/if they receive their
home survey email. Once a prospective participant receives a home survey this
confirms they have a space on the project, subject to the installers approval. This
reserve list helps to manage the customers’ expectations.

As reported in the October 2017 milestone report, the qualification team continue to stress
to each customer the importance of ensuring that the charger and communication devices
are switched on indefinitely to comply with the project requirements. With the charger and
the communication device switch off, or if only one of these is switched off, both the Crowd
Charger and Greenflux demand management systems are unable to remotely manage the
chargers and charging rate which defeats the aim of the project.
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The time taken to complete a qualification call has increased on average to between 20-25
minutes up from 10 minutes at the start of the recruitment phase. This is due to an increase
amount of information that the prospective participant needs to be informed about. This
has increased the workload for the qualification team.

3
3.1

Marketing Phase
Website

The EN website remains unchanged from the previous milestone report which showed the
reserve list was created and displayed on the EN website. Despite the reserve list creation in
October 2017 the applicants up to January 2018 were able to gain a place on the project. As
DriveElectric reached the 700 participants recruited in January 2018, the reserve list went
live with all applicants placed on this until a self-survey application has been sent to them
which confirms their place.

3.2 Event Days
Despite an expected decrease in leads due to Christmas and the New Year, November and
December 2017 produced 83 and 78 enquires respectively therefore no event days were
required to boost customer engagement.

3.3 Overview of lead sources
Marketing streams such as AdWords’ campaigns and social media posts remain in-active
due to the already large number of enquires received during November and December
2017. Furthermore, January has received 40 enquires up to the 15/01 therefore additional
boost in leads will not be required.
DriveElectric achieved the 700 recruited prospective participants as the start of 2018
therefore all car dealer networks and installers streams were updated that no further leads
were required. Despite this decrease in marketing activity and customer engagement, 10-15
leads were being received a week on average. These new applicants are now informed that
a reserve list is in use and DriveElectric will send a self-survey document if a space becomes
available thus managing the customer expectation.

3.4

Social Media

DriveElectric continue to utilise social media such as Facebook and Twitter to communicate
with participants if a query is raised. Participants continue to contact the Electric Nation
team via Twitter to ask questions or raise a query about a certain topic. Other Electric
Nation participants will then regularly respond to chip in and help resolve the issue from
their experience - this demonstrates a ‘community spirit’ with EV drivers. Social media
proves to be a useful tool in handling a customer query or question.
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3.5 AdWords
All the AdWords campaigns across WPD distribution area have remained switched off. Drive
Electric anticipate these will not need be re-activated again, however various campaigns can
be activated to boost enquires if DriveElectric decide it is required.

3.6 Customer Newsletter
To increase customer engagement monthly newsletters are sent from DriveElectric’s CRM
database to all applicants who have agreed to receive updates on the progress of the
project. In December 2017 participants received a customer newsletter detailing technical
support with the aim to help keep the participant’s charger and communication kit switched
on indefinitely. This is to help increase the communication up time on both the Crowd
Charge and Greenflux demand management systems. The update also contained
information with the projects recruitment progress. This was sent to 488 participants with
an 80% open rate.

4

Installation Process

DriveElectric has installed 535 chargers to date with a further 59 customers booked in for
installation or awaiting a confirmed installation date. DriveElectric anticipate the
installations to be completed by May 2018.

4.1 Self-Survey Process
The Phoenix Works requested DriveElectric to add into the self-surveys emails a suggestion
that participants have their charger points fitted to the external wall of the property
opposed to their garage. This is due to numerous participants requiring groundworks as the
garage supplies were not sufficient for a 32A charger which causes costs and delays for the
participant.
The self-survey process remains challenging for the installer at times due to participants
missing out certain sections of the self-survey. For example, customers do not upload their
bonding photos this therefore requires additional conversations with the participant to
retrieve the desired information which causes delays. DriveElectric support the installers by
sending out, via the CRM system, charger order updates which details the next/outstanding
action for the participants.

4.2 Order Process
Weekly charger order updates are still sent to each customer with the aim of encouraging
the participant to interact and keep their application moving towards a final installation
date. The update contains a ‘next action/update’ section which details any outstanding
information the customer is yet to complete, an estimated target installation date once
survey has been approved and confirms details of the participant’s vehicle and charger.
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Additionally, it informs the customer if the self-survey and participant agreement has been
received or not. It states the installation has been booked and shows the date confirmed.
The updates are sent regularly if there is an outstanding action for the participant. This
order process remains a key tool in engaging customers.
If the installer cannot receive a response from the participant, or from the order updates,
both the installer and engagement team will make phone calls to request missing survey
information. In addition, DriveElectric also update the participant if they enquire directly to
DriveElectric, however the team stress to contact the installer directly as this is the most
efficient way to progress their application.
If an applicant does not engage after a reasonable amount of time with the installer or the
EN support team during the order process, DriveElectric will send a 7-day cancellation email
notice. This is to inform the applicant that if no response is received within this 7-day period
this space will be given away to another applicant. A final email is then sent if no response is
received confirming the applicant has been withdrawn from the process and the application
will not be taken further.

5 Customer Management
5.1 Complaint process

Figure 2 – New complaints log for all dissatisfied customers.

Complaints and instances of customer dissatisfaction continue to be recorded under the
rigorous standards required for businesses regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
During this quarter 2 major complaints were received. The first complaint was regarding a
delay in charger supply. This was handled by a senior member of the EN support team by
confirming the first available installation date with the customer for when the delayed
batched of chargers arrived. The second complaint was due to the installer not responding
to a customer with an update for 2 months. This was handled by confirming to the installer
that they must contact their customers within 10 workings days of receiving their
application. The installer followed up thus resolving the complaint. The complaints log
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remains as the hub to record complaints or dissatisfaction as seen in Figure 2. This allows
complaints to be categorised, details of the complaint to be logged and importantly allows
the complaint to be managed through to resolution. Additionally, this allows DriveElectric to
report on the complaints to the EN project team. Furthermore, advice and future
communication given to customers allows for DriveElectric to increase their learning and to
help avoid the same issue reoccurring in the future.

5.2 Customer support line
The support line remains the main means of contact for all participants to communicate
with the Electric Nation Team. This phone number is also detailed on the chargers
themselves in the unlikely event that their charger fails. The support line offers a 24/7 fault
reporting line with faults logged with the DriveElectric team during office hours and a
staffed recording service for out of hours which is then passed on to the DriveElectric team
immediately to follow up.
The faults are logged based on their priority and dealt with by the dedicated fault team
accordingly. Once the fault has been logged, it is assigned by the fault team to the relevant
party to diagnose. If a customer cannot charge their vehicle, or the customer’s travel plans
are directly impacted by the issue the fault is logged as a high priority to be resolved as
quickly as possible. All high priority faults are relayed directly to the fault team via an email
and a phone call to ensure that they are actioned immediately. These customers are
informed that they can use a taxi and return the receipts to DriveElectric to be reimbursed if
required. Since the first installation of the charger in late 2016 only 2 participants have
required a taxi. One occasion was due to user error of not plugging in the charger cable
correctly. The second was due to hardware failure. Other faults such as communication
failures are logged as medium-low priority as this does not stop the customer from charging
their vehicle.

6 Fault logging and management processes
6.1 Fault recording process
DriveElectric continue to record all faults within the CRM database. This allows DriveElectric
to monitor each fault from when it was first reported by the participant through to the final
resolution. The learning from the fault is also recorded which can then be fed into other
similar faults or queries when they appear thus reducing the amount of time required to
reach a resolution on new faults (figure 4).
Since the creation of DriveElectric’s CRM fault recording database 783 faults have been
recorded to date. The faults are categorised into 13 various groups e.g. communication
system, electrical, hardware, enquires, behavioural and enquires etc. Communication
system, hardware and configuration are the categories with the largest volume of faults.
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Communication system faults total 48% of all faults recorded to date. These have been
recorded by either the participant or by Crowd Charge/Greenflux upon noticing the
communications are offline. The high volume of communication faults has required
DriveElectric to invest extra resource to diagnose a large section of the comms faults over
the past 3 months. DriveElectric diagnosing these faults was unsustainable therefore
January 2018 has seen communication faults passed onto The Tech Factory to analyse,
diagnose and resolve. Hardware faults have accounted for 14% all of faults to date, with
Crowd Charge and Greenflux owning 47 and 63 respectively. Configuration faults have
totalled 13% to date, however this figure is greater due to configuration issues that have
been resolved in a matter of hours and not recorded. DriveElectric decided that if a
configuration issue affects a batch of chargers it will be recorded in the monthly report
appose to the CRM. This is due to it taking a large amount of time to input a fault against
each charger. On occasions configuration issues have affected over 100 chargers with
Alfen/Greenflux.
Faults which are not resolved within 14-days are created on an exception report each
month for EA Technology, WPD and TRL to track the progress of.

Figure 3 – DriveElectric’s January 2018 fault report.
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Figure 4 – DriveElectric’s long term fixes January 2018

7 Learning reference communications process
Throughout the project ongoing feedback, reviews, analysis and developments has
enhanced processes. This improves the customers experience while simultaneously
streamlining DriveElectrics’ and the installers’ efficiency. All learning points are recorded
within the TRL learning log.
A learning point arose from the Phoenix Works analysing their approval process. As a result,
The Phoenix Works requested DriveElectric to add in a recommendation to prospective
participants to install the charger on the external wall of their house as opposed to their
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garage. This was due to prospective participants inadequate garage feeds. If the charger was
to be installed within the garage extra costs would need to be paid by the participant due to
upgrading the feed, or groundworks, if the cabling ran from the main fuse board within the
property. By adding in this recommendation at the early stage in the self-survey process this
helped manage customers’ expectations and reduce the time taken to approve the
customers application.
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